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Only Reason They Wouldn't Take It Out, Says Greg·ory
By RANDY SITTON
"I don't understand why, for
eight years, my phortes have been
tapped. I don't know nuthin'.
When I came into Albuquerque
last night, l phoned my wife and
read her the alphabet backwards.
_ The agents tappin' my phone will
be up for weeks tryin' to crack
that code."
Gadedoo
These are the words of black
humorist and human rights leader
Dick Gregory as he spoke at the
University of Albuquerque
Tuesday night.
''!don't know why my phone
is tapped. I put my little baby on
the phone and he says 'Ga, de
doo, de ba dah'; Nnthin' upsets
the Pentagon more than not bein'
able to crack my codes."
"I don't know nuthin'. I open
the door to the basement and yell
at the guy down there, 'Hey,
anythin' goin' on?' "
Gregory went on to tell how he
knows his phone is tapped.
"Lemme tell you something'.
Whenever a black owes Ma Bell a
$12,000 phone bill, but they
won't take his phone out, it is
tapped!"
.
Gregory spoke with dart - like
humor on subjects ranging from
racism to Agnew, Speaking on
busing, he said, "I called up old
Wallace and I asked him if he was
so all-fired against them busses
takin' those kids to other schools,
why not stand in front of one?"
Spiro No.1
Of course, our beloved men in
high places weren't safe from his
verbal bombardment, to the
delight of the crowd.
"You folks think Nixon is bad,
huh? Well, when he leaves for
China, guess who will be number
one? Agnew is the type of guy
who would make a crank call on
the hot line to Moscow. 'Hello,
Kosygin? How's your Ma,
baby?'"
"But I like him. Agnew likes to
put everybody on. It ain't possible
for one man to be that dumb. He
is consistent.
1
' 1 don't mean to scare you, but
Agrtew did finish college. All the
guys at his dorm went on a panty
raid orte night, and he was the
only guy who came back with a
jock strap. 11
"All the black folks are mad
about his trip to Africa. You
know, they made him a blood
brother over there. Just think of
it. He didn't have to go all the
way to Africa to get cut up by
blacks."
Duke City
The city of Albuquerque got its
share of verbal darts when

Gregory brought up the subject of Day by the demonstrators for the
purpose of ending the war to the
riots.
shutting down of the drawbridges
~<The folies back east couldn't
believe iL when they heard that in New York and the recent dock
Albuquerque had a riot. The
strikes for the purpose of more
newsman would say, money,
'Albuquerque was the scene of
uWhat I'm sayin' is that jf you
rioting and looting ... wait just a block traffic for some slimy,
minute here, Albuquerque? Must dirty, degenerate reason, you
be a mistake. It just couldn't
won't be arrested. But if you
happen in Albuquerque.' It was block traffic for the purpose of
two weeks before they was sure. tryin' to end senseless killing, you
Y'all tryin' to be big like Chicago bag it," he said.
or somethin'?"
He said the recent election in
4
' Y'all showed 'em, though. l
South Viet Nam was a joke. 11 It's
called up one of my friends when gotta be a joke. The press was
I got here, and I told him I was in
reportin' it like we didn't know
Albuquerque. My friend said, who was gonna w~n. It's the joke
(Come on, man, don't jive me. of jokes. But you youngsters got
1,\lhcrc are you really at?' "
to deal with it."
Gregory became serious when
A good deal of his speech was
he spoke of what he is doing, devoted to the subject of drugs,
what events led him to his actions, mairtly alcohol and marijuana. He
and what we, as the next said that the reason alcohol is
generation, should be doing.
legal and pot isn't is the fact that,
'We'll Blow It'
during prohibition, people found
"1 spend 98 per cent of my out what it was like not to be able
time on college campuses. I do to drink. They found out that
this because you youngsters are they liked it, so they voted and
the only morally capable, made it legal again.
intelligent, trustworthy, and
Alcohol
independent poeple in this
He said, "Alcohol makes a
country."
person smart. Makes him so smart
"1 hope you know who -and he can't even walk straight. Man,
what you are. Don't depend on us you got to be smart to cross a
older people to solve anything, street against a red light when
'cause we'll blow it every time," you're drunk and not get hit. You
he said.
got to be smart to drive home
HLast May Day there were while drunk and make it,"
7000 people arrested in
But them reefers lead to other
Washington in one day. It was things. We know, 'cause we drink
probably the greatest day in the alcohol/'
history of the peace movement,"
"Alcohol is the number one
"99.9 per cent of the 13,000 drug problem in America today,"
people arrested in those four days he said. uMore property is lost,
were draft age, Man, if they raised more money is lost, more homes
the age limit to 75, there'd be a broken up, and more lives ruined
whole lot of old freaks runnin' because of alcohoL We even keep
arourtd.''
score every holiday. But we like
"If, in the late 1930's, 13,000 it, so we make it legal."
German kids tried to burn down
"But if you kids want to make
Berlin, World War II might have · pot legal, you got to orgartize
been a whole lot different/' he yourselves. You got to make the
said.
old people like it."
"We got kids in this country
"You collect a dollar from
today who are not only aware, everybody, and take the money to
but they are wHlin' to go out and a leadin' university research
DO somethin'," he added.
center, You give all that money to
Efficiency
th(! researchers and have 'em go
. SpeaJdng softly into the on TV and lie about it to make it
microphone, he said, "Wouldn't it legal.''
be nice i£ America could put the
"Have them guys say that pot
Mafia away with the same vigor increases sexual potency in old
they used to put away Angela people, and pot will not only be
Davis? Wouldn't it be nice if they legal in 24 hours, but the
could put the clamps on the dirty, res~archers would probably win
slimy, degenerate Mafia drug the Nobel Prize. For Peace."
pushers with the same efficiency
Too Damn Late
they put the clamps on tlfe
Gregory said, "A lotta you
peaceniks? I mean, how could youngsters believe it's cool to
they arrest 13,00 people and not smoke reefers and everythin'.
get one criminal?''
Think you're puttin' one over on
Gregory <lompared the blocking the System, huh? Let me clue
of traffic irt Washington on May you - Ws the System that

$5000 Fund Increase Not Enough

Student Loan Demands Skyrocket
"What I would like to see, is
the student government give a
certain amount to the loan fund
each year so that I wouldn't be
hurting fol: mortey all the time,"
remarked the Director uf the
Student Aids Office Charles
Sheehan.
"Demands for loans this year
has been fantastic," reported
Sheehan.
Sheehan, who entered the
office in 1965, says that he has
never seen such a demand for
short term loans as this year,
"The reason for the pressure is
because the State loan checks
didn't come in Utltil Monday, Oct,
4~ and students had to live for an
entire month without them/'
The short term loan has been
orte of the most vital services that
the Student Aids Office has ever
offered.
The office has approximately
$20,000 dollars to work with and
during the course of a rear this
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amount is sometimes turned over
more than three times. This means
that in terms of loans during the
course of a year, the office is
worth more than $60,000. Last
year alone the office loaned
$62,000, with 792 loans given
out.
"Most of these loans are given
out to people whose paychecks
don't coincide witli their rent
payment and things of this
nature," says Sheehatl.
The average loan tnade by the
office is $70 and it usually takes
the studertt arourtd two months to
pay it back. The most a student
can usually borrow is $100 and is
asked to pay it badk within 90
days. There is a mirtimum of 50
cents charged for smaii loal:lS and
for larger loans the maximum
interest is four per cent. All of the
money that is made in the way of
interest is placed back into the
tun d.
Since 1965 when Sheehan took

o\let the office he estintates that

the loan furtd has grown from
$15,000 to its present $20,000.
However this $5000 increase does
not concur with the increase with
the tJni'Versity's enrollment which
has grown from around 12,000 to
today's 19,000 figure,
To receive a loan there are very
few rullls. It is asked that the
student have one semester in
residency here at UNM and his
grade point be 2.0. These are not
strict standards however and they
may be stretched depending on
the student's situation.
Demands ror loans vary
throughout the year. At the
beginning of semesters when
checks from home are late
arriving, is otle example of when
there is a rush on the offi<ie.
Another time the Students Aids
Loans are drained is arourtd
vacations when some students
need traveling money.

Dick Gregory
supplies it to you!"
.
''You people got a big JOb
ahead of you. You need a clear
head for it. If all these bad, i'otten
conditions in America can't get
you high, then NUTHIN' will!
"Any time a country takes a
convicted; confessed murderer
like Calley and goes easy on him,
it's almost too damn late. What
would happen if he took a
bazooka down to Houston and
blew up all them moon rocks?
He'd be a crimitlal. He'd be put
away. If he kills 27 people, he's a
hero, and if he shoots up some
rocks, he's a criminal~" Gregory
said.
Gregory stated that 67 per cent
of the registered voters itl this
country are Democrats. "Havin1
the right to elect, but not to select
won't do you no good at all. You

got to get outside both parties,
'cause they1re too degenerate to
run this country/'
He said the educational system
in this country needs reforming
from top to bottom. ~'They got to
start teachin' how to live instead
of teachln' how to learn. The
American Irtstitution needs to
start educatin' and .stop
indoctrinatin'."
"It's already started by the first
grade with the Pledge or
Allegiance. 4 , • , one nation, under
God, •• / Hat Do you believe it?
'The Red man is cooped up on a
desolate reservation, The
government pays farmers not to
grow Cl"()ps. The black trtan in
Harlem, the Chicano pickin'
grapes for next to nuthin', the
Puerto Rican with no chance for a
job/'

Senate Urges Ph.D. Halt,
Requests Return to BBA
The ASUNM Senate went into reservation about alloting $2500
secret session last night and for the loan simply because it
immediately afterwards would take up half of their
unanimously passed a resolution remaining funds. Several
opposing the droppiklg of the amendments to the bill were
Bachelor's degree in the School of proposed and all were rejected.
li'inally the bill was passed in tact.
Business.
The secret .session was called by
Activities Board
Senate President Jack O'Guinn
In
other
business of the night,
1
who wisped to 'discuss .some
an
act
establishing
a student
11
material with the senator.s.
Activities
Board
was
passed.
A bill
After the session, AI Chavez,
concerning
Intramural
and
head of student lobby~ spoke to
the Sertators about the action Recreation Board was passed
taken by the Board of along with a resolution conct\rning
Fdudational Firtance last Friday, course changes. The only other
Oct. 1. At that time the Board blll pllS$ed was 'an act concerrting
made a motion planning to adopt Ntttive American Studies.
Chavez in his address to the
a doctoral program in place of the
Bachelor of Busirtess degree Senate spoke of how he wa~;
program. tinder the plan, a disgusted with the administration
student would not be able to in this affair.
nWhat 1 object to most of all is
receive a BA, instead receiving a
tact that thers Js a comtrtittee
the
Master's in fi've years.
studying this program to find out
Loans
Discussion was brought up what the students want and it has
about the bill that would allot been overriden. 'l'he students are
$2500 to the Student Aids Office beitlg used as rubber stamps to
for the purpose of setting up a approve the wants of the
student loan fund. The Office Adtrtinistration;n he sttid.
"Do we need a doctoral plan
already has this program but is
lacking ifi funds at the present that will make five doctors a y~at
irtstead of a. bachelor plan that
time.
11
The arguments about the bill will produce 100 baehelors? he
continued.
arose out of the fact that the
Jac:k O'Guinn was l!iter asked
Senate has used up most of its
funds for the remainder of th~ what the j'ustification of this
semoster. The Senate at the doetorlil plan was. He, remarked
beginning or the fall had about that from his understanding th(!
justification was that there is a
$15~000 to work with. As of
yesterday $10,634.16 has been demand for doctors. HP went onJ
spent by the Senat~ leaving however, to sa;y that the flaw is
aroutld $5000 for the remainder that most business doctors go on
to teach which means that most
of the semester.
Several Senators had would have to tttMe QUt or $tate.

il

Winners Starting W orl( Already Anti-pollution Effort Flops

/n Calif.: Public Apathetic

NewCommissionersHoldUnofficialMeeting

Student Loan Fund Helpful
A substantial amount was thrown into the
kitty of the Student Aids Office by Senate
last night.
The $2500 appropriated last night will be
used for short loans of up to $200, with a
phenomenally low interest rate of four per
cent.
Senate's willingness to respond to what is
an obvious student need is commendable.
The short term loan is a kind of financial
mouth - to - mouth resuscitation that helps
keep many students in school just a little
longer.

Few services within the University relates
as directly to the problems of the student
living off campus, with the multiple
expenses of rent, utility bills, food, tuition
and books, as does the short term loan
program.
The $2500 Senate kicked in last night
ought to help ease the loan fund shortage
caused by the delay of State loan checks.
Few things Senate does are as useful to
such a large segment of students as this
action.
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World
News

By U~itecl Press

International

Treasury Appointment
WASHINGTON- The White House said Wednesday
President Nixon was unaware that Romana Banuelos'
business had been raided five times by immigration agents
when he nominated her to be Treasurer of the United States
last month. ,
White House Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler said there was
no thought of withdrawing the nomination of a successor to
the late Dorothy Kabis to the non-policymaking job.
Banuelos was at work at her Mexican food plant in
Gardena, Calif., Tuesday wheri federal agents raided it a sixth
time and arrested 36 Mexican employes who had entered the
country illegally.
Ziegler noted it was not against the law to employ illegal
immigrants. "Because the fact that there was no breach of
the law here," he said, "this was not something that would
romP to t.he attention of those who were making the security
check" on Banuelos before she was nominated.
House Republican Leader Gerald R. Ford said he saw no
reason to remove Banuelos' nomination if she did not know
her employes were illegal aliens. But in response to a
reporters' question, he acknowledged that repeated raids on
the business raised some questions.
"It ought to be investigated and if, of course, she was
involved, that's a different circumstance," Ford stated

"Well, flOW the country has a strong government with the overwhelming support of the
people, I guess I'll be moving along. .. ''

Mansfield Trip Dud

bema~-----------

WASHINGTON- Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield confirmed Wednesday that he twice sought
permission, with President Nixon's encouragement, to visit
mainland China.
The overtures for a Mansfield visit, first in mid-1969 and
again last March, were made after full consultation with the
President.
Mansfield said the first request was rejected and the
Chinese never responded to the second. Four months later,
White House Adviser Henry A. Kissinger flew secretly to
Peking and won approval for a Nixon visit.
Mansfield said that with Nixon's blessing he wrote an old
friend, Cambodia's Prince Norodom Sihanouk, in mid-1969
suggesting a visit.
Later that summer, Mansfield saw Sihanouk in Pnom Penh
while touring the Far East at Nixon's request, and talked to
the prince about the trip.
Mansfield said Sihanouk had contacted Chinese Premier
Chou En-Lai but that the reply was negative.
"Then early this year, intimation came back that
conditions looked very good if I renewed my request - there
was a possibility of acceptance," he said.
"This was relayed to me through two foreigners who had
been in Peking and talked to Sihanouk there," where the
Cambodian monarch was exiled.
"I brought this information to the attention of the
President at a breakfast between the two of us at the White
House and I was encouraged again to make my request,'' the
Democratic leader said. "I did this in March and got no reply.
This was understandable."

Common Causers Termed Fascists
By DIANA AMSDEN
The movement mislabeled
"Common Cause," founded by a
Washington bureaucrat, John
Gardner, is so much in the news
that its platform should be
examined- and questioned,
especially:
"Overhaul and revitalization of
government at national, state and
local levels to creative effective
and responsive institution and
processes." "Overhaul :l.nd
revi tali za tion" by whom?
"Effective and responsive" by
whose standards?
•' .•• a marked reduction in
defense spending; continued
responsible U.S. involvement in
the wo rid."
Why a reduction in defense
spending- to what end? Does
"continued responsible U.S.
involvement in the world" mean
continued giving of money
extorted from American citizens
to any foreign country that
lobbies effectively in Washington?
Tax money is extortion money pay your taxes or go to jnil.
Poverty
"The. elimination of poverty
through sound management of the
economy; through adequate
income maintenance programs
coup led with training and
employment opportunities;
through improved social security;
through early childhood
education and similar measure to
get at the roots of poverty."
"Improved education at every
level, with emphasis on correcting
present inequities in resource
distribution between rural and
urban, urban and suburban areas
and among different regions, and
vigorous encouragement of
breakthroughs in education
methods,"
"Sustained economic growth to
provide employment
opportunities for a growing
population, and price stability to
protect earnings, savings and fixed
incomes. Tax and fiscal policies
that promote the broad public
I> age Z

interest rather than special
interests."
No Broad Interest
There is no such thing as
"broad public interest" - there is
only the sum of interests of
individuals. Common Causes
proposes to turn those who
produce into public milch cows.
"Public interest" can mean only
that interests of individuals take
precedence over interests of other
individuals. "The 'public', in
relation to any given individual, is
everyone except himself," (Ayn
Rand)
Because "The American
economy has always had the
potential of producing an
abundance of goods and services,
enough for all our citizens,"
Gardner mistakenly concludes
that the "first question" is "how
should we manage the
economy"- assuming that the
economy should be "managed"never noticing that the
"abundance of goods and
services" resulted (rom freedom
from "management" by
government. Gardner disapproves
of tax breaks for business- but
business is almoGt the only
employer besides government. Is
Gardner aiming at government
monopoly of jobs- as in the
Soviet Union? (Quotes from
Gardner's 9/71 letter to potential
members)
Not National Goals
The issues supported by
Common Cause are not chosen on
the basis or natiortal principlesbut "after our members have been
polled as to their broad
priorities." A majority can vote
the rights of arty minority out of
existence- as most of the 15
issues show,
These "issues" should remind
members or Common Cause of a
famous political platform:
"We ask that the government
undertake the obligatiOrt above all
of providing citizens with
adequate opportunity for
t>mployment and earnmg a living.

"In order to make possible to
every capable and industrious
(citizen) the attainment of higher
education and thus the
achievement of a post of
leadership, the government must
provide an all-around enlargement
of our entire system of public
education • . . We demand the
education at government expense
0 f gifted children 0 f poor
parents ...
''The government must
undertake the improvement of
public health- by protecting
mother and child ...
"(We) combat the . • .
materialistic spirit within and
without us, and are combined that
a permanent recovery of our
people can only proceed from
within on the foundation of "The
Common Good Before the
Individual Good."
This is fmm the program of the
Nazi (National Socialist) Party of
Germany, adopted in Munich,
Feb. 24, 1920.
Franco said his regime "would
seek a 'just distribution' of the
national income and equality of
opportunities and sacrifices for
all. (N.Y. Times, Sept. 19, 1962)
Movements that begin by
redistributing income, end by
redistributing sacrifices.
0 u r two major political
parties- and Common Causeare heading for fascism- in which
citizens have the responsibilities
but not the benefits of ownership,
in which the government holds
total power- in which an
individual's positiort depends on
political pull and force. Gardner's
version of Patrick Henry's "Give
me liberty or give me death"
would seem to be "Give me
government dictatorship but don't
abandon me."
According to Goering, the
highest principle of Nazism
(National Socialism) is "Common
good comes before private good."
'l'he only common interest or all
men is freedom - Common Cause
is out to destroy it.

By DON BURGE
AI b u que rque's new City
Commissioners have apparently
decided not to waste any time
getting into their job.
Meeting unofficially yesterday
with hold·over Commissioners
Harry Kinney and Louis Saavedra
the Commission tentatively
decided to;
-Assign 011e commissioner on a
rotating basis to hold office on
Saturday mornings.
-Keep the Commission's
meeting time at 7 p.m. on
Mondays.
-Ask City Manager Richard
Wilson to study the possibility of
recodifying the city's ordinances
which were last updated in 1949.
-Discussed proposed water and
sewer rate increases.
Communications
Commissioners- elect Nancy
Koch, Robert Poole and Ray Baca
all said it was important that City
Hall be opened on Saturday
mornings to allow the commission
t o e s t a b 1i s h b e t t e r
c o m m u n ica t io ns wi t h
Albuquerque's citizenry.
Speaking on the proposed
water and sewer rate increases
which were scheduled to go into
effect last month, Poole said it is
essential the city "pbe advised" of

1flffiateS rotest ,•
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LOS ANGELES (UPI)- The
Result; Nothing. Zero. Thud.
city built on the private
Five persons turned :UP to ride
automobile is not deserting its the special buses, said the RTD,
foundatioh,
Radio station freeway traffic
The first effort to get Southern monitors reported seeing one car
Californians to renounce en masse with its headlights on.
their individual cars and turn to
''The whole thing met with
car pools and buses Wednesday resounding apathy," observed one
traffic patrolman. ''Everyone
was a flop,
OPeration Oxygen and Stamp cooperated but the public,''
Out Smog were the two mourned a bus company
organizations that sponsored the spokesman.
lost cause, pushing it hard in past
''The total effect on traffic
weeks in newspapers and on radio seems to be negligible," said
and television.
Afton Slade, coordinator of
Wednesday was to be the day Stamp Out Smog. "Perhaps Los
of comeuppance for the internal Angeles citizens do not realize yet
the seriousness of our air
combustion engine.
More than 100 companies pollution problem,"
agreed to cooperate by organizing
"I don't think we've hit it yet,"
computerized car • sharipg pools. said Jack Novack of Operation
The RTD, the city bus company, Oxygen.
laid on special buses to carry
And the official• smog
auto · renouncers to work. All monitors?
vehicles cooperating were to turn
on their headlights to spread the
cause. Motorists were urged to
offer rides to their neighbors.
Officials of the air pollution
Package Liquor
control district stood by ready to
·measure the reduction of smog
that would result.

(@uttrtrrn
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SCHLITZ

riW¥~re8~
Sandwiches
Mon·Sat

3.84 c-ase

.96 6-pk

TEQUILA

Present Demands ~!ls~n~a;~2t~~a;~ ~:cga~:;~ :~
4.39 qt.
11~s~o;:~~~;:;
SANTA ofFE,
(UPI).;;6~27~;~~~e~':ln~e~th~C~on~n~e~ll~,
5~6~2~;~c~ar!lo;_~,·~~~~-~~,...~~~S;a~n~d~w;i~c~h~S;;h~o~p~~~s~4;2·;67~a;s~:L__!__~9~0~5~Y~a~l~e~S~E~-Two·thirds
the N.M.
57 3 inmates
at ~lurmam,
531; Raymond
Garvey, ~
. New Mexico's State Prison staged
a "sit down strike" Wednesday in
what Warden Felix Rodriguez said
was stimulated by outside
agitation.
Rodriguez said the protesters
refused to leave their cells early
Wednesday for breakfast. He said
about half of the inmates
continued the sit down at lunch.
The prisoners presented
Rodriguez with a long list of
demands, asking for a new parole
board, better meals, longer
vi3itntions and permission to grow
long hair and beards.
"I think you can definitely say
this was caused by outside
agitation," Rodriguez said.
The warden said the prisoners
had assured him "This is a
peaceful demonstration. Period."
By outside agitation, Rodriguez
said he meant the convicts were
· stimulated by outside contacts
through the news media about
prison riots and demonstrations in
other states.
"We'll play it by ear," the
warden said. "That's about all we
can do."
Rodriguez said he made no
request for outside aid, except for
one state patrol officer that
questioned the drivers of
incoming cars. Gov. Bruce King,
who was in Oklahoma earlier in
the day, was notified of the
situation.
Rodriguez, who made a tour of
tbe dormitories housing the
inmates, said he felt many of the
prisoners were going along with
the strike because they feared
retaliation from the other

Experiment in tl1.e Media
Week

Film Festival
All FREE
Monday, October 11

1:30pm-4:30pm Workshop presented by Blue Dome Theater group, New Mexico Union
Ballroom; free to all students
8:00pm

Blue Dome Theater group presents "The Buffalo Dance," New Mexico
Union Ballroom
The Blue Dome Experimental Theater is an
Off-Broadway production dealing with the environment.
Tuesday, October 12

1:30pm

Expeirmental Films (five) from Bell Telephone Company, Popejoy Hall

10:00 am-4:00 pm

Film Festival (10:30 am, 12:30 pm, 2:30 pm) Films: "The Ritual," also known as
"The Rite" (Ingmar Bergman)

i§

No Church Change
VATICAN CITY- Pope Paul VI said Wednesday that no
"changes, evolutions or transformations" of Roman Catholic
Doctrines of faith would come from the current international
synod of bishops meeting in the Vatican.
"In this aspect the church is tenaciously conservative," he
said.
Vatican sources said the Pope apparently was not referring
to the worldwide debate over married priests because, they
noted, he spoke of changes in the faith. Celibacy is a matter
of church law rather than faith.
Instead, the sources said, the Pope apparently was
reminding persons outside the synod that their pressures for
changes in the teachings of Catholicism would meet with no
success.
The 7 4 - year - old pontiff told synod delegates last week
when he formally opened the meeting of 210 cardinals,
bishops and other churchmen to resist or ignore outside
pressures seeking to persuade them to heed teachings "in
doubtful conformity with the faith.';
The Pope;s remarks Wednesday came during his weekly
general audience in St. Peter's Basilica. It was his first official
engagem(')nt in three days following what Vatican officials
called a slight cold.

whether or not the city would be
444.
liable to return money if the rates
Unexpired term (one elected):
went into effect and were then
Nancy Koch, 7904; John Rust,
ruled illegal.
7025; Alex Abeyta, 5071; Jerome
Attorney General David Norvell
Greenblatt, 4049; Joyce Costello,
has ruled the new rates cannot be
3948; Gary Mahan, 54Z; James
imposed while the wage-price Martinez, 508; Edward Murphy,
freeze is in effect. Additionally,
483; Max Carmona, 480; Frank
Norvell has said the city lacks the Biro, 208; Hamilton Rogers, 192;
authority under state law to Malcolm Miller, 185; C. Vern
increase the rates.
Elliott, 156; Joseph Green, 141;
Vote Totals
James Mulholland, 126.
Poole, who is also a lawye~,
Bonds
said, however, that Norvell had
Municipal judge (four-year
issued his opinion in a letter and term) (one elected): Frederick
that he didn't think the attorney Mowrer, 14,321; John Brown,
general's opinion J;iad any legal
6940; John Speer, 3021.
effect.
Besides electing three
Poole also asked Wilson why commissioners and a municipal
the city ordinances had not been judge, voters also approved $15
undated since 1949. Wilson
in bond issues:
answered that he agreed that it million
Fire Protection ($290,000),
should be done and that he has in ~.9,877 to 7487; Police Building
fact "encouraged this for the past ($840,000), 17,086 to 10,151;
few years but the money hasn't Street Improvements
been available."
($2,110,000), 18,802 to 7992;
It would take about $15,000, Public Parks ($1,200,000), 16,457
Wilson added, to complete the to 10,815; Recreational Lands
study.
($500,000), 16,159 to 10,367;
The following is a compilation Sanitary Sewers ($2,540,000),
of the final vote totals in 18,890 to 7924; Storm Sewers
Tuesday's election:
($3,975,000), 17,998 to 8793;
Four-year terms (two elected): · Water ($3,545,000), 18,861 to
Ray Baca, 12,792; Robert Poole,
11,415; Daryl Harrell, 9384; ,8145.

Wednesday, October 13

1:30pm

Experimental Films (five) from Bell Telephone Company, Popejoy Hall

10:00 am-4:00pm

Film Festival (10:00 am, II:30 am, 1:00pm, 2:30pm) Films: "Hallucinations"
(Peter Weiss); "Science Friction" (Stan Vanderbeck); "Schwcchater" (Peter
Kubelka); "Stone Sonata, Motif, A Trip" (Carmen D'Avino); "Two Men and a
Wardrobe" (Roman Polanski) ; "Buster Keaton'' short. To be shown in one series
Thursday, Octobe1·l4

·~

7:30pm

Experimental Films (five) from nell Telephone Company, Popejoy Hall.

I 0:00 am-4:00pm

Film Festival (10:30 am, 12:30 pm, 2:30 pm) Films: "'The Round Up" (Miklos
Jancso, Hungarian, 1965)

I ,

F1·iday, October 15

10:00 am-4:00pm

Film Festival (10:00 am, 11:30 am, l :00 pm, 2:30 prn) Films: "Clay" (Origin of
the Species, Eliat M. Noyes, Jr.); "Boiled Fgg" (Marc Andrieux and Bernard
Brevcnt): "Les Escargots" (Rene Laloux); "Moonbird" (John Jubley); "Lc Nez"
(Alexander Alexeiefi); "A Short Vision'' (Joan and Peter Foldes); "Night on Bald
Mountain'' (Alexcieff and Parker) ; "Stars and Stripes"
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MASH Becomes 'Transit,'
Inter Conflicts Cause Split
As a result of a re.cent upheaval
within the UNM dt:ug crisis center,
MAS!i has ch11nged its name to
Transit.
According to Glen Loveall,
WhHe Bird, (a faction of the
previous MASH) split wth the rest
as a result of personality conflicts
and loose organizational structure
which caused misunderstandings.
Also there was some disagreement
over the functions of the group.
About 13 members of the
campus group went off campus to
do their thing and incorporated
the name MASH thus forcing the
UNM organization to change their
name.
Charles Thigpen who spoke for
the present MASH said that (the
previous) MASH was "too big to
get policies defined," He also felt
that "the paramedical end was

very qe·emphasized. As far as
we're concerned, we saw a need
and wanted to fill that need, We
couldn't be restricted to campus."
White Bird still retains the same
location and function, but has
adopted a constitution. They are
beh1g funded by HEW ASUNM
and D·DRUGS and hav'e added a
new service. Samples of Drugs
rna y be (anonymously or
otherwise) bl'ought to them for
complete analysis.

'Concert' Suffers /rom Sameness
'Too Little Variation' on New Canned Heat Album
i

I.

MAS!i has a t.emporary addre~s
at 1415 Hazeldme S.E. and Will
concentrate Oil first aid only,
They will handle drug cases only
if the problem is a medical one.
They. are. presently inv?l'fed in
gettmg Instructors trammg to
enable them to hold classes for
Red Cross First Aid Training.
Photo by Louderbaugh

A scarecrow designed and constructed by art ~;Jducation class 110,
stands sentry and keeps birds away fEOm the trees near the south
entrance of the Education Complex.

Scarecrow

Jacl( Nicholson Cancels Speech
Science Fiction Author Replaces Actor
Harlan Ellison, author of
"Dangerous Visions" and one of
the most honored science fiction
and screenplay writers, will speak
at Keller Hall at B p.m. Oct. 13.
Ellison will replace scheduled
speaker Jack Nicholson, who has
cancelled all his engagements and
gone into seclusion, friends
report.
Pdzes
Twice the winner of the Writers
Guild of America Award for Most
Outstanding Script, Ellison
received awards for the best
anthology script for "Demon With
a Glass Hand" episode of ''The
Outer Limits" and the best
dramatic • episode scrip for "The
City on the Edge of Forever"
episode of Star Trek.
He is one of only two persons
ever to win the Hugo trophy of
the World Science Fiction
convention four times, along with
Robert A. Heinlein,
He is also a two·time winner of
the prestigious Nebula award of
the Science Fiction Writers of
America, having been the first
recipient in the category of Best
Short Story when the award was
instituted in 1965 for " 'Repent,
Harlequin!' Said the
Ticktockman." His second Nebula
was awarded in the category of
Best Novella, 1969, for his "A
Boy and His Dog.''
Ellison wrote a weekly column
"The Glass Teat" for the Los
Angeles Free Press with a
collection printed last year.
'Activist'
An admitted "militant
activist," Ellison has been jailed as
a result of actively supporting
such causes as the march on
Montgomery, Ala., the Delano
Grape Pickers Strike, and various
peace demonstrations. He also
contends "his phones are tapped
and Ronald Reagan has added him

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coln·op Dry·Cfeaning
and laundry
Coun!elor Always on Duly
210.S Central S.E.
247·0836

(A & M Editor's Note:
price is right, Just make sure you
It'!> out- on ~):pic- and already get
the genube article with the
available in Albuquerque,)
Rubber Dubber seal.
·
The Rubber Dubber is using
* * *
this depressed period in the
Rock Rialto: ' Poor Commander
bootlegging scene to re·release Cody. They signed, finally, with a
&orne of his old albums with label - Paramount- and just as
pic::tul'e covers, and the latest, they were getting ready to send
"Real Old Time Band (#70·006)," the album to the company
recorded last year at the everybody - from the President
Hollywood Bowl, i& definitely a down - was fired by the parent
major t.riumph nf th" bootlegger's company and nvw th~;Jy don't
art. 'l'he Band, I'm told, thinks know what to do.
that this is the best album they've
The !(inks, everybody's
made yet, and I'll have to agree. · favorites, are no longer talking to
It shows conclusively that all their record company, Reprise.
that talk about the Bu,nd and Seems somebody at the label tried
country music is only wishful to convince Ray Davies to fire the
thinking- the roots of their group and go out as a solo act, a
music, like it ox not, is Motown? sugge:>tion he tes~;Jnted mightily.
You don't believe me? Well,
Rumor has them now with
listen to this album. It also has a RCA or Columbia , . , or Reprise,
live recording of the legendary , maybf;l .. , RCA is looking good
"Don't Do It," as well as all the these days, though.
best of the Band's own material,
Well, they got nothing to lose.
and yoll only pay $6 for a They've hired Jimmy Miller (who
two·record set.
produces The Flamin' Groovies)
The sound quality's fine (the to find new acts for them, and
sound at the concert wasn't quite they've done ju11t that. Not to
as good, so Rubber Dubber had to
mention the fact they gave the
fix it some in the studio) and the Airplane something like 10
million dollars for the right to
dis tribute their new Grunt
label, , . Watch for a final album
by- believe it or not- the
Yardbirds, a live set recorded in
New York.

Harlan Ellison
to the voluminous 'subversive' list
maintained by the state of
California.••
In 1970, he also moved into the
field of comic book writing and
has devised stories for "The
Incredible Hulk," "The Avengers"
and "Batman."
He was one of the founders of
the Cleveland SF Society, and
began publishing their club
magazine, which eventually

became his personal magazine,
"Science -Fantasy Bulletin."
After being expelled from Ohio
State University for verbally
abusing a creative writing
professor, Ellison traveled to New
York to further his career.
In New York, he worked at a
variety of jobs including bridge
painter, pornobook salesman and
rubbish collector.
Admission to the Ellison
lecture - film is free to UNM and
University of Albuquerque
students, faculty attd staff, with
adults paying $L5.0 and students
$1.
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STEREO COMPONENTS
Heat is a bad group or that there
is something wrong with the way
they play music. This album just
bores me, that's all.
The album is a composite of
several concerts Canned Heat
performed in Europe last winter,
It features what is essentially the
old Canned Heat the late Alan
Wilson (dead from an overdose of
reds), guitar and harmonica; Bob
"'.rhe Bear" Hite, vocals; Larry
Taylor, bass; Harvey Mandel,
guitar; and Frito de la Parra,
drums.

M~W-F

Until 9 pm

7611 MENAUL NE

At Prices You Can Afford
296~6978

ALTERNATIVE FEATURES SERVICE

That nightly pap test called The
Merv Griffin Show lately has been
stubbing in the dark for
"relevancy."
A recent guest was Martha
Mitchell, who was permitted to
refer to Sen. Fulbright as
"Halfbright." Griffin smilingly
boasted to the audience, "Some
of you may not agree with what
she says, but what's great about
this country is that everybody can
speak out to say what he
believes • , . Anybody who wants
to do some straight talking can
come on this show."
l3ut, according to the New
York Times, Griffin a few weeks
before invited rebellious Nick
Johnson of the Federal
Communication Commission on
the show and asked him, "What
concerns you most right now in
the nation?" Johnson said he's
disturbed by the potential danger
from commercials, such as those
for aspirin and paper towels,
which had just preceded. Griffin
said to the audience at the end of
the show, "I think we ought to
give applause to commercial
(Ple(ZSe turn to page 7)

J. Michael Jones-look him up
at your place or ours for
straight to lk about your transportation needs. He's a student who understands student's needs and J. Michael
has the pick of the best lot

Reflecting a
herilo!J~ of

in town!

LLOYD McKEE
LDMAS AT WYOMIII&

1'1101£ 2&51711

As old as

Bo,_ 20, University P.O., U:NM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial . Phone (505} 277-

llE
This Friday Night
Oct. 8
SUB Ballroom 8 to 12 p.m.
(Just back from an extensive tour)
plus

4 Solid Hours

4102, 277-4202

NEWl\IEXlCOLOBO

presents

.GHOST ROSE

No. 29

The :NcY! Mexico Lobo ill published
daily eilery regular week o£. tlte Uni·
Versity Year by the Board or Student
l'tiblicatioM of the Associated Students
of the UniversitY o! New Mel<lco 1 and.is
not finanei!llly nssoeinted with . UNM •
Second clas~ postage paid a.t Albuquer•
Que, New Mexico, 87106. Subsctiptlon
rnt<! is $7 for the Mademic year.
The opinions 0xpre3Scd on the edi·
torial pages of The L<>bo ore tho•e of
the nuthor solely. Unsi!:ned opinion Is
that of the editorial board of The L<>bo.
Nothhing necessarily ~epresenta thn views
of t e Assoe!atl!d Students o~ the UniVersity of Now Mexico.

ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee

Cotton mouth

New Mexico Lobo

·~ ~-

Side One, is long number with
Alan Wilson featured on the
harmonica and Larry Wilson doing
a fine walking bass part in the
backgroun<l. The high point on
Side 'fwo, which is consistently
better thau Side One, is an old
Canned Heat standby, "Let's
Work Together." Harvey Mandel,
who isn't as conspicuous on the
album as he should have been,
plays a very l:'ine riff between the
verses which counterpoints the
melody.
The most irritating thing about
this album is that I've heard it
several times and it hasn't grown
on me- it's still a bore.
Michael Colvin

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BV

love •..

,"""'.•

Gw;;.ft

Tho ugh, musically speaking,
there is nothing particularly
wrong with Canned Heat, most of
the songs on this album, with a
few notable ex·ceptions, suffer
from sameness, There is too little
variation in tempo from number
to number. Secondly, the
recording quality sounds a little
tinny to my ear (though that
might be my ear's fault). Finally,
there is far too much pointless
waiting betwe11n numbers. At one
point you nrc forced to wait while
the stage technicians fix an
amplifier,
.
The album does have a couple
of good points, however. "Pulling
Hair Blues," the only good cut on

BY ROBERT WOLF

let a fellow student help ...

Gale invites you
aver far the finest
broiled·:r: hamburger
..

"CANNED HEAT CONCERT"
Canned Heat
(United Attists/UAS·5509)
This is the most unremarkable
album I've heard in a lopg while, I
do not mean by that that Canned

of Music
Price: $1.25

jewelers;-:.;:;...,

·~
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Top National Recognition
For Herman Fredenberg
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Nixon's Friend 'Protected' fromNewsday Interviews

UNM right linebacker Herman dropped the Cougar passer behind
Fredenberg has become the first the line of scrimmage,
After three games Fredenberg
player for UNM this year to earn
national recognition for his game has had 22 unassisted tackles, 13
performance.
assists, three detlected passes, and
The six·foot 205. pound two interceptions.
·
Fredenberg· started
out
semor
was na m' ed 1·n Sports
'd
d at
f UNM
th
lllustrated's Oct. 11 issue as the as a strong st e guar . or
e
Defensive Player of the Week. Lob~ Freshma;n team. m 196~.
. . th'IS week th e WAC orr·1ce Durmg the spnng
E arI ter
h practtces ofd hts
t
· D
d F d b " t . freshman year e was move o
m enver name
re en er,. o li b k
d h
t t d at that
Defensive Player of the Week for
ne ~c er an . as s ar e
. .
th' ·
f nee
slot smce. In htgh school, he was a
IS con ere
• .
, .
lin!'lbacker and fullback for coach
"I made some mistakes, sa1d a Gary Laird at Window Rock and
modest Fradenberg, "Everybody as an all-stater played in the
else played well, too. But I Arizona all-star game. He was also
thought I ~as _everwhere I should an all-state basketball player and
h~ve been. H1s hon~r cam~ after finished second in tha Arizona
hiS performance. agams~ Brtgha.m state wrestling tournament in the
Yo~ng l~st Fnday mght, over 180-pound brackat,
whtch hiS team was the 14·0
Next Saturday night
victor.
Fredenberg and his defensive
Fredenberg is a senior in the comrades will face New Mexico
pre-dental program, and is State and try to stop the powerful
originally from Window Rock, Aggie running and passing attack,
Ariz. He now makes his home in
Last fall the Lobos took a
Albuquerque.
24-21 victory in one of their more
During the Brigham Young physically tough games of their
game, Fredenberg came up with 7-3 se~on. The ~ggies retur"n this
nine unassisted tackles and four year WJth defens1va stalwart Joey
assists. He intercepted two passes, Jackson and offensive speedst~r
both of which set up the two Ron ''Po" James from last year s
'Lobo touchdowns, and twice losingsquad.

For

GAR.DEN CITY, N.Y. (UPI)An attorney- adviser for the
National Park Service said he was
told to handle President Ni:xon's
close friend • Bebe
· Rebozo
· • "with
·
kid gloves" in purchasing land
from him for the Biscayne
National Monument an island
chain south of Miami' Fla it was
reported Wednesday.
The first of a series of special
reports on Rebozo's business
•
. .
.
.
deahngs pubhshed by Newsday, a
Long Island newspaper, quoted
the Park Service official, A.E,N,
Westcott as saying the 1969 deal
.
.
made "high. ranking" persons in
the Park Service nervous because
they. anticipated the "possibility
of extremely delicate sit1.1ations"
" .. ,We were supposed to be
.
. .
.
deahng w1th someone who was an
intimate of people in high places, 'f
Estcott, who was then a project
ma!lager. for the Corps .of
Engi!Jeers m c~arg,e1 of purchasm,g
the tslands, sa1d. . .. You don t
,

Sanior Herman Fredenberg, pictured above, saw his first two pass
interceptions of the year transformed into touchdowns by the Lobo
offanse in their 14·0 win over Brigham Young. Fredenberg was
named by Sports Dlustrated as last week's top defensive player
natjonally,

Fredenberg

South Course Hosts Link Meet

THRIFTY MOTORISTS

SERVE

Throughout The West

HIGHEST OUALITY GASOLINE
LOW, LOW PRICE

Houston Heavily Favored Again
With sevan of the nation's top
college golf teams entered,
in eluding perennial powers
Houston and Florida, the 17th
annual William H. Tucker
Invitational Tourney began
Wednesday at UNM's tough south
course.
UNM head coach Dick McGuire
said he expected a total of 21
teams to enter the tourney with
other ranked teams including
Oklahoma State, Brigham Young,
Arizona State, North Texas State,
New Mexico State and UNM.

Houston, which has on three
straight Tucker titles and 13 of
the 16 played, is favored in the
tourney. Their favored position is
based in part on the fact that
defending individual champion
Bruce Lietzke will be back again.
Last year Houston won the team
championship with a 1202
composite score in the 72 holes 1
played. They were 12 strokes
ahead of BYU, while Florida
placed third with UNM and
Arizona State tied for fourth.
McGuire will enter a six rnan

Specializing in Long Hair Designs
I filii

Regular Haircuts
Straightening
Shines
For Appointment Call
299-8975

2504 BROADWAY S.E.
EDITH & CANDELARIA

BRIDGE & ISLETA
300 WYOMING S.E.

Located in
Hotel Lobby
14
Winrock Center

team and three individuals this
year. The six man squad will be
composed of Dave Newquist,
Dennis Gorlich, Paul Simson, Jack
Sommers, Greg Harmon and Bob
Ault. Individuals entered are Bob
Kelly, Jack Rice and Dennis
Anderson.
Both Newquist and Harmon are
looked upon to provide a strong
showing for the Lobos in light of
the fact that they both qualified
for the recent U.S. Amateur
tournament, with Newquist
finishing in the top 20. Meanwhile
Harmon b the defending WAC
champion.
North Entered
In addition to UNM's
contributions to the event the
individual competition will be
stiffened somewhat with the
entrance of Florida's Andy North
as well as Houston's Jim Lean and
BYU's all-American Ray Leach.
Last year North finished eighth in
the NCAA.
The 72·hole tourney will run
through Saturday with 18 holes of
play scheduled each day over the
rugged 7259-yard South Course.
Other teams entered besides the
big names are Eastern New
Mexico, Colorado, Louisiana
State, Oklahoma City, Oral
Roberts, Texas Tech, Texas
Wesleyan, Utah, Utah State,
Weber State, Wichita State,
Arizona, U.S. International,
Wichita State and West Texas.

RAMBLIN BOOT
5011 Menaul NE

~r~.

-1,;--.

l'

~ --~

255-7950
l

open 9-6 daily

.

9-SSat.

"

.

one lever command control
automatic record scanner

stylus protection system
record repeat mechanism
Sonsul Solid State AU555A
65 walls Amp.
20 l!l 40,000 Hr, 60dB
less than .1% distortion
EMI-Zodiacs 207
2-way Speakers, 50 watts
25 Hz to 20,000 Ht

I 0" high, heavy magnet
long throw W!lofer
specially treated cloth

reg. $399.80

5003 Menaul NF
268-4227

Special $329.00

Complete Service Department

•

No coma

•

EDINBURG, Ind. (UPI)- The
birth date on Levi Records'
driver's license is listed as
10-06-71."
Since Wednesday was
"10-06-71,'' the birth date would
appear to stamp Levi as a
precocious infant who obtained a
driver's license on the day he was
born,
The "71," however, stands for
1871, not 1971, and Re.:;ords was
quietly celebrating his lOOth
birthday Wednesday.
When the abbreviated dating
system was set up, apparently no
one considered the possibility of a
100 - year - old driver, but

Wolf Bites
(contim:cd from page 5)

television for allowing all the
things that were said here
tonight."
Then Johnson's criticisms were
carefully excised from the tape
and not telecast.

Dingo

•

Cowtown

- -

•

Records- who has been driving
since 1912- passed his license
renewal test with a perfect score
last summer, he says.
Records' daughter, Ms. Eva
Sidener, with whom he lives, said
the retired farmer limits his
driving to eight miles at a stretch.

0

· NEW YORK (UPI) _ Ra do
Hou~e will ublish Nov.~ 2 ~
satirical nover by best. selling
·
author Ph'!'
. 1 lP Ro th, w h ose mam
character is President Trick E.
Dixon a thinly disguised "black
h ... •,
. t 't f R' b d M
N~mor. por raJ 0
IC ar
·
lXOn,
Th . th 0 . f "P . t y'

Bands and Rings in
Gold, Silver and Stones

Durango

by Tom W. Thomason

Dan Dina

400 San Felipe

;o.;.w.

Old Town

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Thursday, October '1, 1971
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program under whtch sentencmg
is i,~ed~ate.,
.
.
· · rncky , ~~ 1magmed ~y
Roth,
h. IS a hypocritical
. ht .
"opportuntst
·d ·
;:;uc as IDlg . oe .ou~ tn .a
comedy b~ Moher~; and hts pubhc
language 1s merciless parody of
that 'candid' presidential pro.se
w h.I c h .~ s. an a. m a l g urn o f
Com;la~~t" ~a~ writ::~oth! anesthet1!"m.g chche:;;, ~unday
bl' h' f'
. 'd W d da
school pieties, and plam old
pu 1s mg 1rm sa1
e nes y, a d bl t lk,. R d
H
,
"stinging and uproarious vision of . ou e a '
an on .ouse s
nation• I leadership speaking the Jacket blurb for the book :;a1d.
sort of debased Jan uage, that,
Th~ novel .ends w•.th t~e
d'
t G g.g O. 11 ·s as.sassmated Tr1ck :E. D1xon m
accor mg o eor e
rwe ' I
H 11
. .
t
I
th
'designed to make lies sound de '1 camtphalgnbm~ ~ Dr~p ac; . ~I
tr thf. 1 d
der espectable
eVl on e as1s o. 1xon s ev1
a:d ~0 a~ve ~': a rearance of record on eart~.
.
.
lid't
t
g
.
d~~.
Roth,
38,
fust
gamed
national
50
E 1 t'¥tlodp~OewmG. g St . g readership in 1959 with
n1 e
ur an ,
arrm
"G db
C 1 b "
11
Tricky and His Friends" the
oo ye o urn us_ , a nove a
anti-hero of the novel pro~ises and several short stor1es. Last.year
the complete withdrawal of he y;as elected to the NatHmal
Vietnamese from Vietnam by Institute o.f Arts anll; Letters, the
1972 , invades Denmark because honor soc1ety. established by the
its "pro-pornography government. . u.s. Congress.
F:============t
threatens U.S. territorial integrity,
meets with his advisers in football
•
uniforms in an underground
locker room in the White House,
the
condones the poison gassing of
best
demonstrating boy scouts, and
institutes a "justice in the streets"

Kirtland March
The Coalition for Peace and
Justice has called for a march
from Yale Park to Kirtland Base
Oct, 13 at 11:45 to protest
American bombing of Indochina,
The Coalition is also calling for
boycotting of business and classes
to show disapproval of Kirtland's
:role in developing bombs. For
information, call Craig Simpson at
l!42-8528.

23¢

HAMBURGER

DID YOU KNOW?

in town

That free flight lessons in a Cessna 150 aircraft are provided to
Air Force ROTC pilot candidates.

Henry's Drive-In
1916 Central9 am to 11

wpm
OUR AVERAGE GRADUATE DOES READ THIS FAST;
WHICH MEANS HE READS 5 to 7 TIMES FASTER IN
ALL HIS READING. PLUS HE LEARNS TO BE A MORE
EFFICIENT STUDENT THROUGH OUR EMPHASIS OF:

1. Better Concentration
2. Improved Study Habits
3. Increased Comprehension

4. Better Over-all Study Habits
5. And a Proven Note-Taking Method that cuts writing by

Oct. 7, Oct. 8, Oct. 9, Oct. I0, Oct. II, Oct. 12

UNM STUDENT UNION BUILDING

ROOM 231· A
4:30 p.m. & 7:00 p.m.

EVELYN \VOOD READING DYNAMICS
EVANS LEARNING CENTERS

301 San Pedro Drive NE

ijtn

-

CONSISTENTLY

Unique Jewelry
For the Unique Oecosion

At The
Studio Gallery
Page 6
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Reb~n.o's

six·l_llan tea.m to study
affam; for f1vc months, exammmg
20,000 re.:;ords. and. conducti~g
more than 400 mterVJews. It sa1d
both
Smathers
f
dRebozo t and
d
t f
~e us~
repea e reques s. or
mt~rv•.~ws. Th~ team sub~1tted
wntten quest10ns to Pres1dent
Nixon but a White House official
Ja t er sa1'd th ey wou Jd no t b e
an~~ered.
.
.
One of the men high up m the
W: h' t
. .
d ('
as ·~g on agencies mvo1ve m
t~e Btsca:yne purchases), a man
st11l workmg for the government
who therefore prefers not to be
d
1 . d th t ff' . I
narnted, Rexbp a•~el .d at k o flc~als
wa!' e
.e ozo s an a en a1r y
quickly because 'we d~m't wan.t to
embarrass an 1ncomtng
President','' Westcott was quoted
.
as saymg.

R i1:h S

Student Loans

• LARGE SELECTION
TO CHOOSE FROM
•

'

·

* * *

Jules Feiffer's first film "Little
Murders" received plenty of
critical acclaim as an
anti-establishment statement. But
ads for his second film "Carnal
Knowledge" have been refused by
18 newspapers, even though it has
an "R" rating and the ads contain
nothing more controversial than a
few favorable review squibs.
The reason the papers give for
unacceptability is that the movie's
title contains the word "carnal."
One papElr ran the film's ad
without this half of its title.
* * when
* the post
Since February
office was empowered to compile
a list of persons who complained
about having "sexually oriented"
mail sent to them, only half a
million of our population of 204
million have registered. But the
mailers of sex-book ad'Vertising are
expected to buy the list from the
post office for $5000: if they
continue to send material to
persons on the list, they may be
jailed for five years and fined
$5000. Next year, the cost of the
list could double.

Students receiving National
Defense or N.M. State student
loans must go to the Student Aids
office for an exit interview when
withdrawing from UNM. Students
can come for the interview during
office hours.

Dan Post

Acme

!

10£ U

at least 50%.

• HANDMADE WESTERN
BOOTS
Frye

abu.se a, member of the kitchen
cabmet.
.
Newsday, which titled its series
"The Making of a Millionaire,"
said
· · an appraiser put
· a value of
$555,000 on Adams Key, who~e
ownership was shared by Rebozo,
former Sen. George A Smathers
(D ·Fla ) and two ~ther men'
Westcott said he offered to pay
$500,000 for it but this figure was
changed to $550 000 after a
•
'
·
"quick agreement"- exac_tly
what the owners had been trymg
to sell the island for seven years.
Westcott all;o bought Elliott
Key, wholly owned by Rebozo,
for the government for $99k000,
$8,600 over the appraised value.
Newsday said most of the other
island owners got considerably
.
.
less than the estimate for tha1r
real estate, In addition, it said,
~ebo.zo's brother- in -law got the
life JOb as caretaker of Adams
Island for $2.86 ~n ~our. .
Newsday satd 1t ass1gned a

Got His· Driver's License
The Day He Was Born?

PE-201 0 4-speed automatic turntable

101 Cornell SE
Near UNM

q

Ph. 265.-6761

..
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'Alien'MexicanEmployeesOztsted. l1 ~
FoodCompanyOwnedbyTreasurerNomineeRaided ··
LOS ANGELES (UPI·)- There
was no political motive behind a
federal roundup of illegal aliens in
a factory owned by President
Nixon's nominee to be U.S.
Treasurer, an immigration officii1l
said Wednesday - but added there
may be another raid.
George K. Rosenberg, district
director of the Federal

Immigration and Naturalization
Service, said he received
infol:."mation in a telephone call
that at least 100 more illegal
aliens were employed by
Ramona's Food Products Co.
The $5 million - a - year
company is owned by Ms.
Romana Banuelos, the Mexican American businesswoman who has

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
RA'l'ES; 7c per word, 20 word mini205, afternoons p~:eferably or mail.
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
C!assifled Aqvertising
no changes the ratfl i~ reduced to 5c
U~M P,O. Box 20
per word and the minimum nuinber of
Albuquerque, ~.M. !17106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

1)

5)

PERSONALS

FORSALE

1968 HONDA 350 "Motocross" Excellent
Condition. Recent Engine, Call 265·9357.
10/14
STUDENT ALTI SAX - $150 or make
offer-277-2231 or 242-7931. 10/14
1969 VW bug in excellent condition.
$1,100. Clarinet, $45. 266-4122. 10/13
'50 CHEVY pick-up, Cle:m. Engine like
new. $300. 255-5844, 10/13
1971 MGA Convertible, 1967 Norton 750,
both good condition. 266·2914. 10/13
1962 RAMBLER, good condition, clean,
$125 or best offer. 214 Alcazar NE. Apt..
2. Evenings. 10/13
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONE~T
SETS, These \lnits have AM-FM stereo
receivers w/8 track player. Also come
complete w/separate deluxe Garrard
changer and four speaker system. $119.95
cash or terms. United Freight Sales. 3920
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9, tfn
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording,
277-4296. 20/12
2) LOST & FOUND
69 YAMAHA 250cc Enduro. Good Condition $400. Call 247-3128. 10/12
LOST: SILVER FLUTE left in a VW.
Tommy. 18091/:: Silver SE, apt. 5. 10/14
HEAD MASTERS-NEVADA bindings,
MOLITOR buckle boots, SCOTT poles,
FOUND: One earring. Larlies lounge1
842-9345. 10/8
Journalism Bldg. Claim in 205. 10/14
COMPLETE LUDWIG TRAP SET with
:Uur.n.OYiBiJ. r.ly leather purse from Zim·
symbols, $250.00. 242·1669 after 3 PM.
merman basement. I'm just interested in
10/7
getting back my pictures, etc. Keep ID, ,
checks, TDN tickets, $25 "reward" for
BICYCLE-Never ridden-10 speed-$120
cash-298-9734 3-6 pm. 10/8
return. Please return them they're irreplaceable. Teri 299-1977. 10/13
1970 DUSTER 340. Four-speed. Excellent.
LOST: Siamese Cali-Femn1e 1 yr. CHANCall after five. Davis 299-3827. 10/7
TEL. Call 250-0109, 403 Princeston SE.
USED SUEDE AND LEATHER JACK10/13
ETS. $2.50 to $15.00 each. New arrivals
PORTABLE 'rYPEWRlTER: Found in
Friday this week at the bead Shaman.
the Administration Building. May be
401B San Felipe NW, Old Town 11-7
claimed in Room 104 of the Admin.
daily. 10/13
~-l:l~~!!_1~~L ..
DUE TO THE GREAT RESPONSE to the
LOST: Gold and silver wedding band at
Lobo Ad our supply of used suede and
UNM football game. &!pt. 25. Contact
leather jackets is somewhat depleated.
268-1972. Reward I
Starting this Friday and every Friday we
will add 60-100 coats and jackets. Thank
LADY'S WATCH-Found Tuesday afteryou-The Bead Shaman. 401B San
noon in church parking lot West of
Felipe NW. Old Town 11-7 daily. 10/13
campus. Call Peggy: 299-7434. 10/7
1970
HONDA 750 small tank and sent.
FOUND one slide rule in casl', 9/29 by the
298-3434. 10/8
pharmacy building, See Syl at 2009 Learl,
SE to fdl'ntify and claim after 4 ln the
1970 BRONCO WAGON, 3 speed, 4 wheels,
p.m. 10/9
2 tanks, mud and snow, sport package.
298-3434. 10/8
3) SERVICES
HOMEMADE BUEADS: All sizes, tastes
and smells. Ordl'l.' now. 242·1tl34. 10/9
AUTOMOMILE TU~EUPS, V·8's. $16.00.
G's $1G.GO, imports also, Guaranteed. 26530
USED POR'rABLE TV'S. $30·$60, 441
4771. 10/14
Wyoming NE. 255-5!187. 12/20
ORTHODOX DAH'AI FIRESIDES, Thurs.
DEADS, DEADS, BEADS I Hundred of
day night, 7:30, 621 Spruce SE, Apt. 31G.
different l:lndn nnd colors of bends.
For information or transportntlon call
Beads for macrame at The Bead Shaman.
242-1830, or write P.O. Dox 737, Albu.,
401D San Felipe NW. Old Town. 11·7
87103. 10/7
daily. 10/13
AUTOMOTIVE TUNE·UPS. Student
LEATHER
BELLDOTTO?.IS AND JACK·
Price. New apark plugs, points, condenETS by Levl'o. Lobo Men's Shop, 2120
ser, rowr for U cylinder U.S. Auto only,
Central SE. 10/16
2!J!J-li230. 10/13
JUST HECBIVED a shipment of 1!171
"IN·YOUU-HOME," TV Uermlr I Free EgSinger Sewing Machines. These matimatc! $2 ~~~~lf_ll'~-208·~6~3. 10/12 .
l'hineg have never been used nnd are
equipp~d
w/zig-~ag, mnke buttonholes,
AUDUBON ECOLOGY FILMS-On wildetc. Will be sold for $49 each, cash or
life !outdoors f.l'.) at POPEJOY startt<'rms. United Freight Sales. 3!120 San
Ing Thursday October 7, 7:15 PM. ($3
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9. tfn
Student ticket good for all G shows.)
Phone 277~3121 while--'- the tickets last.
6) EMPLOYMENT
F'INE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or
UABY'SITT!o;R, Mon-Fri. 7:30-5:30 Old
Whatever, 242-7658. 9/22
Town Area. 243-2183 after G. 10712
4) FORRENT
Rl-~SPONSIBLE
MAN WANTED TO
MANAGE Motel-Style Apts. Call 256FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for 2
1064. 10/8
_
bedroom apartment. Call !!43·6661 ext.
231 days, 268·0023 aftel' 5. 10/9
7) MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Female roommate for apartWANTED: Good Used Motocyele Helmet.
ment near UNM. $42.50, Call 268-4233.
Call 277-3087. 10/12
10/8
GIVE AWAY: One large dog, shepardTO
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN
St. Bernard cross, male, year old. QualiYOUR OWN HOME with low down
fied
persons call 842-6272 after 6, 10/7
payment and monthly pnyments less than
rent. f'or details call Mike at 298-7689 or
COFFEE HOUSE to open Oct. 15: Folk
Eve 2!16-5179. 10/20
music, play readings, poetry, etc. 10/8
TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS share
HARRIS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $30.00
room with kitchen prlvelegCII. Evenings
each. New Arrivals from England. Also,
266-0595. 9/28
Navajo rugs, mnny interesting imports.
Freed Company, 415 Central Ave. NW.

WANTED TO BUY: A fairly new 10·
speed bicycle, reasonably priced-2983!!78. 10/12
AGORA-Student to Student help. Any
problem, any time of the day or night.
Coffee no extra. NW Corner Mesa Vista.
277-3013. 10/12
READY! To start a bright new semester
full of happenings. Sec us I Arrangements Unlimited. 107 Girard SE. 265·
8379. 10/14
MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDEN1S.
Hoopitnlization insurance. Pays up to
$450 for maternity. For info telephone
242-1217. 10/7
FREE: Han<Llome and healthy kittens.
Longhaired males, Tortoise-shell female.
898-1929. 10/7
PROFESSORS - former legal secretary,
now graduate student. desires work, 20
hours a week. Jane. 242·8495, 10/7
GIRLS-We have your size, Bell's by
Levi's, Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central
SE. 243-6954. 10/6

-~---
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FORSALE

"THE ECOPOLlTICS OF ELECTRIC
POWER" nnd other vrtlnent tales in this
month's N.l\1. REVI7W, on sale at the
Student Uni'Jn, Living Datch, P~gasus,
etc. 10/14
19G4 CUTLASS. F-85 convertible-4 new
tirC!I, new paint, excellent running con~
dltiotl. Beat olter. Call 243-3120. 10/14
SCUWI~N·VARSlTY'
10·spero bicycle.
$70. Call Lalrtl at Coronado Desk, 277·
7311. And leave m~~~e. 10/14
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, UNM student.
247·9170. Pinon, cedar. l0/14
lt'ENDEit DUAL SHOWMAN, "2-16" J.
n. Lnncinga. $!lOO.oo. 255·8493, 10/14

FU~
~

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Unive"lly

been nominated by Nixon to be
U.S. Treasurer, The nomination
still must be confirmed by the
Senate.
Immigration agents raiding the
factory Tuesday arrested 36
Mexicans who entered the United
States illegally. They were put
back across the border at San
Ysidro, Calif.
The agents said about as,many
others escaped, scrambling out
back doors and over fences, It was
the sixth such raid on the plant in
three years, officials said,
Rosenberg said the caller
Wednesday told him there were at
least 100 more illegal aliens
working on the night shift who
were missed by the daytime raid.
. He said he intends to
investigate but will not send
agents to the factory immediately
because he does not want it to
appear as that he is persecuting
Ms. Banuelos.
Ms. Banuelos, who was in the
plant when it was raided, said the
roundup may have been "part of
an attempt by Democrats to block
my nomination ..• "
Rosenb~rg said there was
"absolutely no truth or fact to
support the charge," saying he
was unaware the factory owner
had been nominated for the
Treasurer's post when he ordered
the raid.
"I owe nothing to any
politician," he said. "I didn't
know who the lady was when my
men went out."
The White House noted
Wednesday that Ms. Banuelos had
not violated any laws by hiring
illegal aliens, but added that
President Nixon was unaware
when she was nominated that her
plant had been raided five times in
the past.
.
But there has been no thought
of withdrawing the nomination,
said Press Secretary Ronald
Zeigler.
Rosenberg said h€! sent Ms.
Banuelos a letter two years ago
asking her to stop hiring illegal
aliens because it. "encourages
additional aliens to enter the
United States illegally" and
deprives Americans and legal
immigrants of work.
Ms. HanueJos srud she never got
the letter,
Samuel Magana, plant manager,
confirmed Wednesday that
prospective employes are not
asked whether they are legal
residents. Ms. Banuelos did not
come to her office Wednesday.
Magana said company officials
were looking for her, but could
not find her.

.
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Rodey Season Opens

American Chemical Society
The American Chemical
Society Student Affiliates will
meet Oct. 7 at 7 :30 p.m. in
chemistry 101. Dr. Terry Spalding
of the UNM Pharmacology
Department will give a tall~ on
hallucinogenic dru~ts.

Wildlife Fibns
"The Vanishing Sea" will be
the first in a series of Audubon
Wildlife Films at UNM. The film
will be shown Oct. 7 at 7:30p.m.
Series tickets are $5 for adults, $3
for students, from Audubon
Wildlife Film Series, Box 3457,
Albuquerque, 87110 or Popejoy
Hall. Tickets at the door will be
$1.50 for adults, $1 for students.

Undergrad Seminars
Anyone interested in starting
an Unde~;graduate Seminar
Program course has until Oct. 7 to
submit a petition to the Program
office in the Honors Center.

II

Elaine May's ~' Adaption" and
"Next", dh·ected by Professor
Edwin Snapp, will run Oct. 7
through Oct, 10 at Keller Hall to
open the Rodey Season,
Reservations can be made by
calling the University Theater box
office at 277-4522 or 277-4402,
with special rates for students.
Curtain time is 8:15.

David Harris
A film and tapes on David
Harris will be presented Oct. 7 at
7:30 p.m. at the Newman Center.
The program is sponsored by the
War Resisters and Amistad.

Kiva Club
The Kiva Club is planning a
meeting Oct. 14 at the
International Center. It will be
followed by a chile dinner. Indian
students are invited to come. The
meeting starts at 6:30 p.m. and
the dinner is at 7 :30 p.m.

Eat,dnnk and be merry!

Wildlife Films

Popeioy

Hall

Oct. 7 Thurs.
7:15 p.m.

The first of 5 Audubon
flicks on Mt. scenery,
wild animals, natural waterways
and ecology
Oct, 7 will be on The Great Salt lake
Series
$3 Student

$5 Faculty
Single Showings
$1 Student
$1.50 Adult

Calling U
Thursday, October 7, 1971
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union:
9 a.m.; room 231-A
Sociology Department; Union; 9:30
a.m.; room 253
Power Cells; Uniom 12 noon; room
231-A

GSA

ReseaTch

A1Jocations

Committee; Union; 4:30 p.m.; Room
23l·A
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics;
Union; 5 p.m.; 231-A
Christian Science Organization
Spurs; Union; 7 p.ni.; room 230·231E
Alumni Association; Union; 7:30
p.m.~room 129
Circle K; Union; 7:30 p.m.; room
231-C
Student Veterans Association; 7'30
p.m.; room 253
ASUNM; Union 8 p.m.; room
250·A·C

ANGE-A-TAPE
SAN MATEO NE
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

••

ALBUQUERQUE
COMMUNITY CONCERTS

W aterbeds $1 I.95 Kingsize

1971-1972 Series

5 year unconditional guarantee

Monday, Oct. 11 .. Carl Matthes1 pianist
Friday, Nov. 5..... The San Antonio Symphony

Plus free Water Pillow
10% Student Discount with 10

Tuesday, Jan. 18 .. Christine Walevska, cellist
Tuesday, Feb. 1.5 .. Mildred Miller, mezzo·soprano
Monday, March 6. The Stockholm University Chorus

Five Concerts-$10.00 Adults, $5.00 Students
Limited Number of Memberships Available
8:15P.M.
·POPEJOY HALL

For Information
Phone 255-3474

435 San Mateo NE
. 256-7241
Hoffmantown Shopping Center
296-0311

FUN
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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